Improved breast cancer cell-specific intracellular drug delivery and therapeutic efficacy by coupling decoration with cell penetrating peptide and SP90 peptide.
Lack of satisfactory specificity towards tumor cells and poor intracellular delivery efficacy are the major drawbacks with conventional cancer chemotherapy. Conjugated anticancer drugs to targeting moieties e.g. to peptides with the ability to recognize cancer cells and to cell penetrating peptide can improve these characteristics, respectively. Combining a tumor homing peptide with an appropriate cell-penetrating peptide can enhance the tumor-selective internalization efficacy of the carrying cargo molecules. In the present study, the breast cancer homing ability of SP90 peptide and the synergistic effect of SP90 with a cell-penetrating peptide(C peptide) were evaluated. SP90 and chimeric peptide SP90-C specifically targeted cargo molecule into breast cancer cells, especially triple negative MDA-MB-231 cell, in a dose- and time-dependent manner, but not normal breast cells and other cancer cells, while C peptide alone had no cell-selectivity. SP90-C increased the intracellular delivery efficiency by 12-fold or 10-fold compared to SP90 or C peptide alone, respectively. SP90 and SP90-C conjugation increased the anti-proliferative and apoptosis-inducing activity of HIV-1 Vpr, a potential novel anticancer protein drug, to breast cancer cell but not normal breast cell by arresting cells in G2/M phase. With excellent breast cancer cell-selective penetrating efficacy, SP90-C appears as a promising candidate vector for targeted anti-cancer drug delivery. SP90-VPR-C is a potential novel breast cancer-targeted anticancer agent for its high anti-tumor activity and low toxicity.